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The political marketing war is well underway in view of the imminent
presidential elections in the Republic of Cyprus. Admittedly, the political
party leadership of the center appears to expedite the latter process.
Suffice for one to merely follow what is happening on the social media to
get an overall idea. A case in point, the political party leaders of the
Democratic Party (DIKO), Citizens’ Alliance alongside Solidarity Movement
pursue a line premised on the Cyprus Problem [1]. EDEK and the Green
Party seem to follow a parallel line. As for the political parties between the
left (AKEL) and the right (DISY), there is no doubt that they will put
forward a different strategy in regards to the Cyprus Problem whilst, the
current (DISY) President and the AKEL candidate shall play the ‘solution’
card [2]. Populism then, is what some characterize the upcoming elections
on social networking websites such as, Twitter [3].
The purpose here is to aid the readers immerse into the political
marketing and communication realm. To this end, a basic analytical toolkit
that is pertinent within the context of the upcoming presidential elections
will be provided. Beforehand though, it is of outmost importance to define
the term of political marketing: the party or candidate's use of opinion
research and environmental analysis to produce and promote a
competitive offering which will help realize organizational aims and, satisfy
groups of electors in exchange for their votes [4]. Moreover, political
marketing may actually be described as the application of marketing
concepts to the study of a strategic procedure concerning
voters/politicians along with, their parties [5].
With respect to the salience of the subject-matter at hand, political and
marketing procedures play a major role in nearly all societies, with politics
and marketing influencing all aspects of life [6]. In addition, political
marketing manifests itself through a political campaign, that is, an
organized effort to influence the decision making process within a group;
in democratic nations, a political campaign often brings to mind elections
– with campaigns being present ever since there have been informed
citizens to campaign amongst [7]. All in all, somebody may view political
marketing and public relations as lubricants that enable the political
machinery to run smoothly [8].
Furthermore, studies have shown an increased association between
business and political marketing; for instance, as noted in the findings of
Thrassou et al. [9]. Direct/multilevel selling -also known as network
marketing-, involves organizations selling door-to-door or at home sales

parties [10], analogous to how politicians knock on doors when nearing
elections to directly sell/promote their idea/ideology or, door-to-door
canvassing as part of voter group targeting [11].
In a similar vein, living now in a digitalized era, politicians (via their teams
of communication experts) knock on peoples’ social media “door” by
targeting potential voters on Facebook, LinkedIn and, so on. Finally, it is
significant to turn the heed to yet another angle germane to the topic
under discussion. That is, the adoption of more silent (political marketing)
strategies regarding certain issues/people, like the one exhibited by
mainstream media/political leaders concerning the far right group (ELAM).
Put differently, the aforesaid group goes more unnoticed than the rest of
the political players. So, the communications strategy comprises a
determining factor in respect of the outcome of the 2018 presidential
elections; more specifically, electoral campaigns are called to
reach/convince the various population groups through targeted actions,
say, via the use of social media (particularly, Facebook) so that to attract
the ages between 18 and 35 [12].
In synopsis, the current situation may broadly be characterized as chaotic
at worse and uncertain at best, thereby, one may only hope that the next
President will be proactive. In other words, s/he will see ahead the
security challenges (in view of say, the ongoing war in Syria rendering the
refugee crisis) in conjunction with the Cyprus Question as well as,
economy. Albeit the aim here comprised of providing to the reader a brief
introduction about what political marketing entails, it is noteworthy
realizing that Cyprus must turn a new page by employing a
comprehensive governance roadmap for its national survival [13].
Consequently, the local political leaderships/communication experts
looking for potential consumers (voters) to buy their ‘nationalistic’ rhetoric
need to realize the gravity of the extant situation. Specially, since it
transcends any political communication games and, their subsequent
clientelistic relationships.
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